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Chapter 1 : HTML Codes - Table of ascii characters and symbols
A quick list of all HTML tags, attributes, and enumerated values. A short reference companion to the Idocs Guide to
HTML.

December 18, HTML 4. It offers three variations: Strict, in which deprecated elements are forbidden
Transitional, in which deprecated elements are allowed Frameset, in which mostly only frame related elements
are allowed. December 24, HTML 4. It offers the same three variations as HTML 4. It expired in May The
draft was considered very large at pages and the pace of browser development, as well as the number of
interested parties, had outstripped the resources of the IETF. These included extensions to control stylistic
aspects of documents, contrary to the "belief [of the academic engineering community] that such things as text
color, background texture, font size and font face were definitely outside the scope of a language when their
only intent was to specify how a document would be organized. In May , the working group advanced
HTML5 to "Last Call", an invitation to communities inside and outside W3C to confirm the technical
soundness of the specification. The W3C developed a comprehensive test suite to achieve broad
interoperability for the full specification by , which was the target date for recommendation. The concept of a
living standard is that it is never complete and is always being updated and improved. New features can be
added but functionality will not be removed. It is no longer being developed as a separate standard. The first
tag in such a pair is the start tag, and the second is the end tag they are also called opening tags and closing
tags. Another important component is the HTML document type declaration , which triggers standards mode
rendering. The following is an example of the classic "Hello, World! If a declaration is not included, various
browsers will revert to " quirks mode " for rendering. These are indicated in the document by HTML tags,
enclosed in angle brackets thus: The text content of the element, if any, is placed between these tags. Tags
may also enclose further tag markup between the start and end, including a mixture of tags and text. This
indicates further nested elements, as children of the parent element. The start tag may also include attributes
within the tag. These require only a single empty tag akin to a start tag and do not use an end tag. These rules
are complex and not widely understood by most HTML coders. The general form of an HTML element is
therefore: The name of an HTML element is the name used in the tags. If attributes are not mentioned, default
values are used in each case. The title is included in the head, for example: Note also that br is an empty
element in that, although it may have attributes, it can take no content and it may not have an end tag. The href
attribute holds the URL address of the link.
Chapter 2 : HTML - Wikipedia
This cheat sheet - or HTML code quick reference - lists the common HTML tags and their attributes, grouped into
relevant sections in an easy-to-read format.

Chapter 3 : HTML Tags â€¢ Complete list of Basic HTML Tag Codes â€¢ A - D HTML Tags
HTML Examples HTML Quiz HTML Exercises HTML Certificate HTML Summary HTML Accessibility HTML References
HTML Tag List HTML Attributes HTML Events HTML Colors HTML Canvas HTML Audio/Video HTML Doctypes HTML
Character Sets HTML URL Encode HTML Lang Codes HTTP Messages HTTP Methods PX to EM Converter Keyboard
Shortcuts.

Chapter 4 : HTML Color Names
Complete list of all basic HTML Tags. If you are looking for a list of cool HTML tags to pimp your web site, you're at the
right place. HTML tutorial table provides a vast variety of tags, codes and tips to improve your understanding how the
Web is created.
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Chapter 5 : Area code list in numerical order
HTML Codes - Table for easy reference of ascii characters and symbols in HTML format. With indication of browser
support.

Chapter 6 : HTML Codes | HTML Tags | HTML Tips
HTML Codes Cheat Sheet This page contains a list of up-to-date HTML tags / codes, complete with comments and mini
video tutorials - just click on the corresponding links to launch the video. This page is a work in progress.

Chapter 7 : UnicodeÂ® character table
LIST OF HTML ELEMENTS BÒ® CATEGORÒ® An HTML element (or tag) is an individual component of an HTML
document. Here below is a full list of HTML elements listed by.

Chapter 8 : HTML color codes and names
HTML Reference HTML by Alphabet HTML by Category HTML Attributes HTML Global Attributes HTML Events HTML
Colors HTML Canvas HTML Audio/Video HTML Character Sets HTML Doctypes HTML URL Encode HTML Language
Codes HTML Country Codes HTTP Messages HTTP Methods PX to EM Converter Keyboard Shortcuts.

Chapter 9 : HTML Tags â€¢ Complete list of Basic HTML Tag Codes â€¢ E - N HTML Tags
HTML Tag List HTML Attributes HTML Events HTML Colors HTML Canvas HTML Audio/Video HTML Doctypes HTML
Character Sets HTML URL Encode HTML Lang Codes HTTP Messages HTTP Methods PX to EM Converter Keyboard
Shortcuts.
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